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Course Objectives

Subsea pipelines are the arteries of the offshore industry, and around the world more than 18,000km are in service. Part of almost every project, they often form a large component of project cost. This course will provide a complete and up-to-date overview of the area of Subsea Pipeline Engineering, taking delegates through the pre-design phase, design, construction, installation, operation and maintenance.

It will give a complete picture of the work of design engineers and pipeline construction companies, using actual case studies from around the world to highlight the topics discussed. While the course requires no previous experience, this is not a superficial overview. The lecturers bring to the course a long experience of industry projects, in many parts of the world and under varied conditions. The technology is far from being static, and the trainers will discuss new developments and ideas for the future.

Who Should Attend

Engineers from oil & gas companies, construction companies, pipe and service suppliers and regulatory authorities, who are newly qualified, have recently moved into pipeline engineering or hold broad responsibilities that include pipelines.

Course Documentation

Participants receive a sturdy ring binder containing more than 700 pages of text and illustrations supporting the lectures and providing an invaluable reference source after the course.

In addition, each participant will receive a copy of the newly published 650pp. reference book *Subsea Pipeline Engineering* by Andrew Palmer and Roger King, worth over US$ 170 per copy.

About your Experts

**Dr. Palmer** has been engaged with pipelines since 1970. His background is in civil engineering and applied mechanics. He was initially at Cambridge University, then at R.J. Brown and Associates, then founder and director of Andrew Palmer and Associates, a company of consulting engineers involved in pipeline projects in every continent, latter as Research Professor of Petroleum at Cambridge University, as a Visiting Professor at Harvard University, and now as Keppel Chair Professor in the Centre for Offshore Research and Engineering at the National University of Singapore. He has written three books and more than 180 research papers. He has an extensive consulting practice, and is in demand as an expert witness.

**Dr. King** has been engaged with pipelines since 1969. He is a chemical engineer and now specialises in oilfield corrosion, cathodic protection and materials selection and retains particular expertise in microbiological corrosion. He was a founder of CAPCIS (Corrosion and Protection Industrial Services), a consulting and research centre within the University of Manchester Institute of Science and Technology. He too has an extensive consulting and expert witness practice.

Conduct this course in-house and save more!
Call +65 6741 9749 or email to info@asiaedge.net
Or visit us at www.petroedgeasia.net for more information.
5-Day Course Syllabus

- **Overview – Marine Pipeline System Configuration (Palmer)**
  Introduction to design sequence and its interaction with the different topics covered in the course. Film on construction and connection of an offshore pipeline.

- **Route Selection (Palmer)**

- **Shore Approaches (Palmer)**

- **Marine Pipeline Construction (Palmer)**

- **Hydraulics and Flow Assurance (Palmer)**
  Single-phase flow, oil and gas; calculation of pressure drop and effect on optimal line size; influence of compressibility, temperature change and profile, two phase flow; flow regimes, correlations, profile effects, terrain-induced slugging, slugging in risers. Surge. Hydrates and wax.

- **Introduction to Design Exercise (Palmer/King)**

- **Design exercise phase 1**

- **Presentations of conclusions of design exercise phase 1**

- **Materials Selection (King)**

- **Increasing Corrosion Resistance (King)**

- **Flexible Pipe (King)**

- **Pipeline Structural Analysis (Palmer)**
  Internal pressure, code requirements. External pressure; bending; bending buckling; collapse and buckle propagation; denting and gouging; allowable strain design; impact damage.

- **Pipeline Materials for Sour Service (King)**
  Pipeline steels for sour service: sulfide stress cracking and HIC. Appropriate specification of pipe material.

- **Design for Stability (Palmer)**

- **Internal Corrosion and Its Prevention (King)**

- **Project History: Design and Installation of the Mardi Gras Transportation System**

- **External Corrosion and Its Prevention (King)**
  Coating for submarine pipelines: enamels, FBE, triple coats, extruded coatings and elastomers. Inspection of coating integrity. Concrete weight coatings. Field Joints and infills.
- **Cathodic Protection (King)**
  Conjoint protection by coating and CP. Mechanism of CP. Design of sacrificial anode CP systems. Thermal effects on CP performance. Interactions between CP systems.

- **Microbiological Corrosion (King)**

- **Internal Inspection and Corrosion Monitoring (Palmer/King)**

- **Marine Environment (Palmer)**

- **Design Exercise Phase 2 (Palmer/King)**

- **Presentation of conclusions of design exercise**

- **How Safe Are Pipelines?**
  Introduction to risk-based design and the corresponding background to the safety factors.

- **Mishaps, Risk and Repair (Palmer)**

Project History: Shell’s Experience with Hurricanes Ivan, Katrina and Rita - Response and Lessons Learned

- **Upheaval and Lateral Buckling (Palmer)**

- **Insulation (Palmer)**

- **Trenching and Burial (Palmer)**

- **Welding (King)**

- **Span Assessment and Correction (Palmer)**
  Description of span occurrence and possible systems. Analysis; vortex-excited oscillation, overstress, hooking. Span monitoring and correction.

- **Design Codes (Palmer)**

- **Decommissioning (Palmer)**

- **Current and Future Developments (Palmer/King)**

- **Presentation of Course Certificates**
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PAYMENT POLICY
Payment is due in full at the time of registration. Full payment is mandatory for event attendance. By submitting this registration form, you have agreed to Asia Edge Pte Ltd’s payment terms

CANCELLATIONS & SUBSTITUTIONS
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ASIA EDGE PTE LTD is not responsible for any loss or damage as a result of a substitution, alteration or cancellation/postponement of an event. ASIA EDGE PTE LTD shall assume no liability whatsoever in the event this training course is cancelled, rescheduled or postponed due to a fortuitous event, Act of God, unforeseen occurrence or any other event that renders performance of this training course impracticable or impossible. For purposes of this clause, a fortuitous event shall include, but not be limited to: war, fire, labor strike, extreme weather or other emergency.

PROGRAM CHANGE POLICY
Please note that speakers and topics were confirmed at the time of publishing; however, circumstances beyond the control of the organizers may necessitate substitutions, alterations or cancelation of the speakers and/or topics. As such, ASIA EDGE PTE LTD reserves the right to alter or modify the advertised speakers and/or topics if necessary. Any substitutions or alterations will be updated on our web page as soon as possible.
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